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Grumblises minister in Alaska
Living inAlaska contrasts sharply with living in "the lower 48"
Angela Struyk
Athough Alaska is
part of the United States,
Americans are often less
familiar with the people and
ways of life in this state than
with those in many foreign
countries. Bob and Joanna
Grumblis, students at Dordt
College, are from Kotzebue,
Alaska, a town of 2000 peo-
While Bob and Joanna Grumblls took education courses at Derdt, Bob's





to think of the needs
of others."
"It's almost a
cultural shock coming down to
the lower 48. Things are so dif-
ferent," commented Joanna.
"In Kotzebue life revolves
around weather conditions."
The Eskimos' favorite time of·
the year is winter because it
allows the people the greatest
mobility. No roads lead into
or out of Kotzebue and
snowmobiles are the easiest
way to travel. "We hand-build
wooden sleds out of hickory
wood and rope ties and pull
them behind our snowmobiles.
We put all of our baggage in
there, twenty gallons of gas,
rna and the kids."
Bob obtains much of the
family's meat by hunting with
the Eskimos. "We hunt
pie, 85 percent of whom are
native Americans. For the past
five years they have worked at
a residential group home for
young people. The
Grumblises, with their two
sons, came to Dordt in order
to earn certification in elemen-
tary education.
"The Lord laid it upon our
hearts to serve," was how Bob
described their decision to
move to Alaska. "The region
is going through a cultural
change and there are all kinds
of social, emotional, and
economic repercussions.
Kotzebue has one of the
highest suicide, drug, and
alcohol abuse rates in the na-
tion," he explained. "We see a
great need to be Christian ex-
amples here."
The group home, which
shelters socially and emo-
tionally disturbed chilren for
long term or emergency
shelter, was the "bread and
butter" that allowed the
Grumblises to be Christian
witnesses in Kotzebue. The
Grumblises and a small group
of other Christians belonging
to the Quaker church in the
area organize youth retreats,
summer camps, and gospel
trips to remote villages. In
their witnessing, Bob and
Joanna do not go "with all the
answers," but live with the
people and share Jesus in
everyday situations.
The results of our efforts
are not always evident and this
can be frustrating, says Bob.
caribou when they pass
through during migration
time. When the caribou are
gone we go out on the ocean
and hunt whales and seals.
Eskimos are geniuses of sur-
vival. Anyone that can live in
that climate and survive .... "
Not only do the Grumblises
hunt with the Eskimos, but
they eat their food as well.
"We never responded to raw
fish and whale blubber with
'yuck,' we just tried it," said
Joanna. She said that one of
the Eskimos' specialties is muk
tuk-the outer layer of whale
skin and blubber. "It's not
gross like eating fat in our
society. And muk tuk goes a
lot farther than a ham sand-
wich at twenty below."
Bob and Joanna have no-
ticed differences other than






"We're reminded always that
we're not there just to get
results but to be a light."
Because Bob and Joanna do
most of their work with
Eskimo people, they have tried
to fit some of the Eskimo ways
of life into their own. In fact,
the reason they came back to
school is so that when they
return as teachers they can
become more involved in the
whole community.
Bob and Joanna have com-
pleted their year at Oordt.
They were able to fit all of
their necessary classes into one
school year. Although they
missed Alaska at first, they
soon found they had little time
to be homesick. "The people
in Sioux Center were friendly
and helpful, and we ap-
preciated that," Joanna said.
For the next few weeks, the
Grumblises are traveling
through the states to visit
relatives and friends and to
show their children things they
probably won't be able to see
again soon. They plan to be
back in Kotzebue by the first
of July where they hope to
teach at the Kotzebue grade
school.
Because of the many prob-
lems people of the Kotzebue
region are facing, Joanna
says, "If we had to pick a spot
where we would like to teach,
we'd never pick that spot."
The Grumblises feel, however,
that they have been called to
live in this area and be
witnesses.
"Eskimo. people don't live to
make a profit, but use only
what they need to live," says
Joanna. "In some ways
Eskimos are more Christian in
their living than we are. For
them to give to someone is
very important."
"Eskimos also have a deep
sensitivity for the needs of
people. Here it's much more
'how I can respond to my own
needs.' I think as Christians
we have to think of the needs
of others," Joanna said and
referred specifically to the
problem of alcohol abuse.
"It's nothing to have two or
three people coming [to the
shelter] overnight because they
are drunk or asking for
money. People are real, with
visible needs; they don't try to
cover things up and hide
them."
"We're reminded
always that we're not
there just to get





Angela Struyk is editor of tbe
Diamond and student assistant
for the Voice.
Joanna speaks warmly of their year
in Sioux Center. But they are looking
forward to returning to their work in
Alaska.
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Dellenback addresses '87 graduates
Dr. John R. Dellen-
back, president of the Chris-
tian College Coalition,
addressed 259 Dordt graduates
at ceremonies held in the
college chapel on Friday
morning, May 8. Asking the
question "What Shall We
Do?" Dellenback told
graduates that they were going
out into a changing, complex
world. Unlike the environment
in which they have spent most
of their years, the world is
essentially secular. Christians
are a small minority. The
challenge now, he said to the
graduating class, is to make
your life Christ-centered,
recognizing that God is relevant
for everything that you do.
Dellenback went on to say
that even though graduates are
no longer students they are
still accountable for what they
do. Our standards are not
those of position, power, and
possessions, but love, steward-
ship, and servanthood. Life is
a constant struggle to under-
stand how to deal with the
issues of life, how to know
when to compromise and
"God does not call
upon me to be
successful, he calls






one college, should it
not also make
financial provision
for the other colleges
as well?"
when to stand firm.
He concluded by urging his
audience to follow the
testimony of Mother Theresa,
"God does not call upon me to
be successful, he calls upon me
to be faithful." In the years
ahead the guiding principle, he
said, should be "What would
Christ have me do?"
Commencement is always a
memorable event for
graduates and their families.
This year was no exception.
Nearly 2,000 people packed
Dordt's chapel singing lustily
during the litany and ap-
plauding heartily as diplomas
were awarded. The audience
was particularly moved when
Dr. J .B. Hulst stepped down
from the stage to award
diplomas to two special
students: Kent Vos, an
engineering major from
Ripon, California, who flew
back to Dordt for graduation
after being bedridden for
several weeks from the
debilitating effects of a virus,
and Steve Morphew, a
business major who returned
to school after losing his
eyesight. Warm applause filled
the auditorium as these
diplomas were given.
The ceremony concluded
with prayer by Mr. Cornie
Broek, president of Dordt's
board of trustees, and a
"Choral Benediction" from
Ephesians 6 sung by the Con-
cert Choir. Graduates of the
class of 1987 left the chapel to
greet friends and family-in
the process making the transi-
tion from students to alumni
of Dordt College.
Dr. Dellenback, a lawyer, politician,
businessman, and administrator,
urged graduates to use the Christian
education they received at Dordt and
live Christ-centered lives in society.
Professor Martin Dekkeng. gives some last words of wisdom to seniors Dena
Dykstra, Annette Vandermeulen, and Marion Tilstra.
FRoM THE PRESIDENT
Reverend Andrew
Kuyvenhoven, in an editorial
for the February 24, 1986 issue
of The Banner wrote: "Our
system of financing and con-
ducting joint ministries con-
tinues to be the envy of many
other denominations."
The "system" to which
Kuyvenhoven referred is that
by which every family in the
Christian Reformed Church
pays a "synodical quota" col-
lected and forwarded by local
treasurers. It is a system which
enables the comparatively
small Christian Reformed




million dollars per year.
Certainly, denominational
quotas have a long tradition
and play an important role in
the ministry of the CRe.
Synods of the CRC have
repeatedly recognized the pro-
priety and necessity for such
quotas as they are used to
finance denominational pro-
grams such as world and home
missions, radio evangelism,
and church publications.
One of the denominational
quotas that synod has
established and maintained is
for higher education. It is used
to finance the above-tuition
costs of Calvin College, which
is denominationally owned
and operated.
However, the rationale and
justification for collecting
denominational quotas for a
college has often been
challenged and debated on the
floor of synod. During the
years of Calvin's existence,
several synods have struggled
with this issue. These synods
have consistently maintained
the "right" of the denomina-
tion to own and operate a col-
lege even though it was
acknowledged that "society
control of our schools of
higher learning is preferred."
The situation became more
complicated with the inception
and development of other col-
leges such as Dordt College,
closely related to the Christian
Reformed Church. These col-
leges are "non-
denominational" in that they
are not owned or operated by
the denomination. But they
are also very important to the
well-being of the CRC.
Therefore, if the denomina-
tion provides funding for one
college (Calvin), should it not
also make financial provision
for the other colleges (Dordt,
Trinity, Kings, and Redeemer)
as well?
Two CRC synods (1962 and
1984) have acknowledged the
reality of this" financial prob-
lem" and have endeavored to
develop equitable solutions.
Recognizing that church-
related colleges other than





higher education for so many
of the youth of the denomina-
tion-quotas for classes with a
large number of students at-
tending "area (non-
denominational) colleges"
have been reduced. Further,
synod recommends that
classes which benefit from
reduction of quotas should
employ the monies saved to
finance their area colleges.
Based on this recommenda-
tion, Dordt and the other
church-related colleges have
appealed to the classes and
churches which have been
granted reductions in their
denominational quotas asking
that the "monies saved" be
directly allocated to the area
college. Many classes and
churches have responded by
guaranteeing either offerings
or classical quotas for these
area colleges. But other classes
and churches have decided not
to provide this support, even
though they are enjoying
significant reductions in the
educational portion of their
denominational quotas.
Many explanations have
been given, but the usual
reason for not sending quota
"monies saved" to area col-
leges is that these colleges are
not denominational agencies
and, therefore, are not the
legitimate recipients of
denominational funds.
This situation creates real
difficulties for an institution
such as Dordt. On the one
hand, we do not wish to
undercut the funding and sup-
port which Calvin College is
receiving from the denomina-
tion. On the other hand, we
want to be sensitive to the
commitments and convictions
of the various churches and
classes from which we seek
support. At the same time, we
feel strongly that Dordt and
the other colleges related to
,the Christian Reformed
Church should be receiving
greater financial support from
the churches-especially from
areas which continue to
benefit from a quota reduc-
tion.
In subsequent issues of the
Voice, we intend to consider
this matter in greater detail. It
is our hope in doing so, that
our readers will gain a greater
understanding of Dordt's
financial situation and also of
how important it is for the
churches to provide Dordt





























Who enforces God's law?
Theonomy and Christian political responsibility
Dr. James Skillen
All Christians ought
to believe that God's law is
binding on his creatures. They
should all be "theonomists"
in that sense. "Theonomy"
means the rule of God's law,
and to be a theonomist is to
believe that God's law ought
to be obeyed in all of life.
The current dispute over
theonomy stems from ques-
tions like "Who is responsible
to enforce which parts of
God's law? Should modern
civil governments enforce the
moral code of ancient Israel?
Does the coming of Christ
change how we view God's
law?"
The Scriptures teach that,
ultimately, God, not human
beings, enforces his law. The
Scriptures also teach that to
break the law brings death.
But God sent his Son to earth
to fulfill his law and to redeem
his creation. Jesus Christ went
to the cross, and suffered
judgment against sin, and
thereby made possible the
restoration of the creation.
Those who now live by faith
in Christ, seek to obey God's
law out of thankfulness.
Christians can anticipate the
day when Christ will complete
judgment against
unrighteousness, the day when
God's glory will be unveiled
and his people will obey his
law because it is written on
their hearts.
The kings of Israel and
Judah show us that even
God's chosen people could not
create a perfectly just society
on earth. The fault was not
with God's law, but with the
response of sinful human
creatures. When Christ ap-
peared as the fulfillment of the
old covenant, he did not try to
regather Israel into a
"theocracy." Rather. he an-
nounced through word and
deed that his kingdom em-
braces the entire world. He
sent his followers out to the
four corners of the world to
proclaim to everyone the
global nature of his kingdom.
After Christ's death, resur-
rection, and ascension to the
right hand of his Father,
human beings should see
political authorities in a new
light. God's people are now a
worldwide people with no
higher authority than Christ.
They are spread throughout
many earthly kingdoms and,
like Joseph and Daniel, have
many kinds of political
responsibility. But none of
those states or kingdoms is or
can be God's theocracy on
earth.
Theocracy, in the sense of
the rule of God, or theonomy
as the rule of God's law, must
now be understood through
Christ. Christ shows us how
God's law binds us today.
Among other things this
means recognizing the respon-
sibilities and developing the
gifts that God has given his
people-parents and children
in homes; employers and
employees in their work
places; elders, deacons, and
other believers in congrega-
tions; rulers and "subjects" in
political society; and so forth.
The question, then, of
"Who should enforce God's
law?" requires a multiple
answer. It depends on what
area of human life we are talk-
ing about since the Scriptures
recognize pluralism of respon-
sibility.
For example, a pluralism of
responsibility in the schools of
this country means that it
should be possible for Chris-
tians to set up schools that
reflect their philosophy of
education. People who want
their children educated in such
a perspective should be free to
attend a Christian school.
Marxists, Muslims, and
atheists should have the same
freedom.
The government's task is to
enforce laws for the sake of
the public well-being of its
citizens. But it may not seek
universal moral authority over
'life, since the range of its
authority is limited. In that
sense God permits a certain
amount of "lawlessness" in
this world. To avoid
misunderstanding, let me ex-
plain what I mean by this
statement. As a Christian, I
don't see how parents can be
faithful to the Lord unless
they read their children Bible
stories as well as teach them
how to brush their teeth. We
need the freedom to follow
God's law in our family lives.
But there must also be
freedom for parents not to
raise their children on Bible
stories. As families and in-
dividuals we should do
everything in our power
through preaching the gospel
and through the way we live to
help non-Christians hear the
Word of the Lord, but govern-
ment may not use force to re-
quire these laws. In fact, as
Christians with political
responsibilities we must pro-
mote the civil rights of these
people not to obey them.
The issue of abortion,
however, is different. Here the
government must act, Life and
death issues ought not to be
left to the family as in ancient
Rome. In today's differen-
tiated society, government
must protect all human life.
Abortion is not a private mat-
ter for individuals to decide.
The state must establish laws
that promote justice for all.
Obedience to God in our
day, therefore, means obeying
his laws which hold us account-
able in each of the different
Skillen presented two lectures on law and theonomy at the Ministers' Con-
ference. Here Skillen and Johnson Achineku join in a coffee time discussion.
areas of our lives-family,
school, business, church,
politics, and so forth. We
must begin by recognizing that
as sinners we cannot fulfill or
enforce his laws perfectly. On-
ly by repenting for our sins,
forgiving others, and thanking
God may we understand how
his law is fulfilled through
love .:Only by recognizing that
God's kingdom embraces the
whole world and cannot be
confined to a single state can
we understand the limited role
of political authorities.
There is certainly no room
for "lawlessness" in the Chris-
tian life. We should not take
our freedom in Christ to mean
that we may treat political life
lightly or nonchalantly. But
neither should we fall into a
legalistic, Judaizing pattern
and think that we can create a
world (or many little worlds)
of righteousness by enforcing
all the laws that Israel failed to
obey. We are as likely to sin as
the ancient Israelites. We need
to spend more time repenting
and forgiving than creating
long lists of civil laws to im-
pose on others.
Where we do have law-
making responsibilities in our
homes, churches, schools,
businesses, and governments,
we should seek to fulfill those
responsibilities creatively,
recognizing their limits under
the Lordship of Christ. And
civil government must respect
the law-making respon-
sibilities of each of those in-
stitutions.
True theonomy recognizes
that God has given his final
word of law in Christ. In
Christ the entire old covenant
has been fulfilled. In Christ we
are called to repent and be
thankful, to live as law-
keepers. Politics and human
government are an important
part of our responsiveness to
God. But it is not a means
through which weshould try
to recover the lost kingdom of
Israel.
Taking seriously the great
commission to reclaim this
world for Christ means know-
ing how Christ is sovereign in
this world. We must be
faithful to God's law in our
family lives, in education, and
all of those areas where we as a
Christian community have full
governing authority. This in-
cludes m!'ny areas of life that
were not differentiated in
Bible times. In today's
political arena, reclaiming the
world means to establish laws




Theonomists, according to Greg
Bahnsen, a leading proponent of
theonomy today. assert that Old Testa-
ment Law applies today in "exhaustive"
and "minutial" detail: "Every single
stroke of the law must be seen by the
Christian as applicable to this very age be-
tween the advents of Christ" (Theonomy
in Christian Ethics). According to the
tbeonomists, while Christ's coming
altered ceremonial law, all the other Old
Testament laws remain in effect.
Therefore, ancient Israel is not seen as a
unique theocratic state, but as a blueprint
for the theocracy all nations should be. In
this article, Skillen outlines a reformed




has given his final
word of law in





Nearly SO pastors from eight midwestern states
attended the conference. They represented the
CRC, RCUS, OPC, and RCA. The Spring
Ministers' Conference is sponsored annually by










doony and Dr. James Skillen
came from opposite sides of
the country to discuss
"Biblical Living in Today's
World" at Dordt's Spring
Ministers' Conference on
April20.and 21. Rushdoony is
president of Chalcedon in
Vallecito, California, and
Skillen is executive director of
the Association for Public
Justice in Washington, D.C.
and adjunct professor of
political science at Dordt.
Rushdoony and Skillen,
both committed Christians,
also have different starting
points in interpreting and ap-
plying the laws of the Old
Testament. By bringing these
two men together, Dordt
hoped to foster a better
understanding of the dif-
ferences between a theonomic
interpretation of Scripture as
outlined by Rushdoony and a
Reformed Kuyperian inter-
pretation of Scripture as
outlined by Skillen.
Both Rushdoony and
Skillen emphasize.the Bible as
the authoritative guide for our
lives. However, a major dif-
ference appears in how they
understand the relationship of
the Old Testament to the New.
Skillen, using the parable of
the wheat and the tares, puts
the Old Testament laws in the
context of the new covenant in
Christ. God's kingdom is
Teaching students to
be disciples of Christ is the
main task of Christian educa-
tion, says Dr. John Van Dyk,
director of the Center for
Educational Servicesat Dordt.
Without that goal Christian
schools lose their reason for
existence, he says.
Van Dyk and Elaine
Brouwer ('69), a Christian
school teacher, explained what
they mean by "teaching for
discipleship" in this year's
B.J. Haan Lecture Series.
In his lecture "Teaching as
Enabling for Discipleship:
Contours and Perspective"
Van Dyk further described the
teaching model he has been
developing over the past two
years. Teaching, says Van
Dyk, must be more than pass-
ing on factual skills. It must
I
"Biblical Living in Today's World"
Ministers' Conference
looks at theonomy
ancient Israel. In that context,
families would enforce the
Deuteronomic laws against
such sins as adultery, disobe-
dience, theft, and others. "If
we don't teach people how
seriously God looks at
adultery and other sins, they
won't take it seriously," he
said.
Responding to the con-
ference, Dr. Carl Zylstra,
pastor of Immanuel Christian
Reformed Church in Orange
City, Iowa, says' 'This view of
theonomy is gaining accep-
tance in some Reformed
circles. For some who haven't
seen the Scriptures as a unified
whole before, it is exciting.' I
For others who see our society
going from bad to worse and
who feel helpless to do
anything about it, theonomy
provides a simple, clear-cut
answer, says Rev. Wayne
Kobes, assistant professor of
theology at Dordt.
For these reasons it is all the
more important to be able to
articulate a solidly Reformed
perspective on living biblically
in today's world, says Dordt
president Dr. J.B. Hulst. We
need to address one of the
most crucial issues in the
history of the church, adds
Brouwer believes that such a
focus brings reconciliation
rather than the alienation so
prevalent in our society.
"Alienation is abnormal and
hinders learning," says
Brouwer. It also hinders
students from making faith
commitments, developing
their peculiar gifts, and
developing Christian lifestyles.
Fostering relationships at
Covenant is done in many
ways. The help of many
volunteers gives Covenant a
low studentlteacher ratio,
allowing trust relationships
more room to grow. Grouping
children of different ages helps
them to work and learn
together. Teachers and
students participating in an
evaluation process that does
not involve grades reduces
competitiveness in learning
and relationships. And pro-
Kobes, and that is the relation
of the Old and New
Testaments.
The issue of theonomy is
important to understand not
only because it is a current
theological issue, but also
because it forces us to struggle
with how to interpret Scripture
and apply it to our contem-
porary society, says Hulst.
Kobes agrees. "All ministers
interpret Scripture, but
sometimes we are not con-
scious of the assumptions we
make when we do so. We need
to become more specific about
what approach we take in in-
terpreting the Bible."
Rev. Gil Kamps, pastor of
Covenant Christian Reformed
Church in Sioux Center,
thinks that Rushdoony's inter-
pretation retlects a fundamen-
tal failure to see that Christ
came to reclaim all creation
and to make all things new.
Nevertheless, he believes that
the conference will help him
see the issues more clearly.
"I don't think that many
pastors, students or others
who attended changed their
minds as a result of the con-
ference," says Kobes, "but
many felt that important
issues had been raised."
Dr. James Skillen, left, and Dr. Rousas Rushdoony responded to many questions in discussion sessions moderated














































laws of the Old
Testament.' ,
global, like the field of wheat
in which tares grew. Not until
Jesus' second coming will the
tares be weeded out. In the
meantime, Christians must
serve Christ in the many dif-
ferent areas of their lives. The
Old Testament civil laws do
not apply to us as they did to
Israel because we are no longer
God's theocracy on earth. (See
Soundings for more on this
issue.)
Rushdoony's interpretation
of the unity of Scripture leads
him to say that "Scripture
cannot be broken." By that he
means that the Bible must be
understood literally. To Rush-
doony, abandoning the Old
Testament laws means aban-
doning the Scriptures. "The'
church is weak because it
serves an alien lord of state,"
Rushdoony said. He urges a
return to a more family-
oriented society like that of






also be more than teaching a
biblical perspective. Christian
teaching must lead students
toward commitment. It must
also consciously shape their
emotional growth, their social
relationships, and their sense
of responsibility to the world
around them. For Van Dyk
this points toward an in-
tegrated curriculum.
In her lecture, "Teaching as
Enabling for Discipleship: Its
Implementation," Brouwer
outlined such an integrated
curriculum. Brouwer, who is
principal and teacher at
Covenant Christian School in
Seattle, Washington, de-
scribed how she and her staff
have structured their school to
teach discipleship. The em-
phasis at Covenant is on the
students' relationships to God,
to self, to other students, and
to the world around them.
viding different kinds of learn-
ing situations allows children
to learn in the ways that work
best for them.
Covenant is an experiment
based on the shared commit-
ment of a community of
teachers, students, board, and
parents. "We have seen real
growth in some of our
students," says Brouwer.
The two lectures were
organized through the Center
for Educational Services.
In addition to the public lec-
tures, three "inter nos" ses-
sions were held. Education
and psychology faculty and
Dr. Harry Fernhout ('70), pro-
fessor of education at the In-
stitute for Christian Studies in
Toronto, Ontario, joined Van
Dyk and Brouwer to discuss
their ideas on Christian
teaching.
May 1987
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~~ALUMNIAlumni survey results
What are Dordt alumni doing?
Jim De Young
At least four Dordt
alumni are architects. The
largest group of Dordt alum-
ni-22 percent-work in
education. About 10 percent
of Dordt alumni working in
agriculture are women. Seven-
teen percent of Dordt alumni
have earned advanced degrees.
These are just a few of the
facts that have been gathered
through the alumni survey.
Some of the most .interesting
and valuable information' is
contained in the "occupation"
section of the questionnaire
from which the above statistics
were taken.
The survey, begun last
winter, is nearing completion
as the flow of returned' ques-
tionnaires slows to a trickle.
~ore than 3750 of 6987
alumni have returned their
questionnaires, giving us a
respectable 54 percent return
rate.
Because the questionnaire
was designed to provide'
biographical information on
individual alumni, we have
had to make some changes in
order to do statistical analysis,
which, by the way, should not
be considered scientific. For
instance, the 40 career
classifications used in the
questionnaire have been
regrouped into 18, somewhat
arbitrary, classifications.
With Oordt's beginnings as
a teacher-training college and
its commitment to Christian
education, it is not surprising
that the largest number of
Dordt alumni work in educa-
tion. Of those responding to
the survey, 831 indicated that
they work as teachers, ad-
ministrators, or librarians at
the elementary, secondary, or
college level. Assuming that
the respondents are represen-
tative of the entire alumni
body, more than 1500 Dordt
alumni work as educators.
While education employs
the greatest number of alumni,
it also experienced the greatest
decrease in its percentage of
alumni over the past three
decades. Among alumni
graduating in the 50s and 60s,
education is the occupation of
almost 34 percent. Only 18.6
percent of 80's graduates are
in education.
Another occupation that
shows a drop is the ministry.
Five and a half percent of 50's
and 60's alumni are in the
pastorate or missions work.
That drops one percentage
point in the 70s. It appears
that it will continue to drop in
the 80s, but because some of
these 80's alumni are still in
seminary, that figure is dif-
ficult to interpret.
While the education and
ministry percentages are fall-
ing off, other occupations are
gaining, reflecting the addition
of new programs at Dordt,
The percentages of alumni
pursuing careers in business,
agriculture, and computers
have doubled. Four times the
number of 80's alumni are
working in secretarial jobs
than are alumni from the 50s
and 60s. Social services shows
the biggest gain, with 2.7 per-
cent of 80's alumni working in
that field compared with .6
percent of 50's and 60's alum-
ni.
An interesting trend over
the decades can be seen in the
statistics for alumni who are
homemakers-about 21 per-
cent of the total. About 15
percent of 80's alumni work in
the home. Almost double that
percentage of 70's alumni are
homemakers. However, the
percentage decreases again for
50's and 60's alumni. Ap-
parently, many female Dordt
alumni pursue a career for a
few years after graduation,
turn to child-rearing and
homemaking upon having
children, and return to work
when their children are older.
The same is also probably true
of the six men who identified
themselves as homemakers.
The bar graph illustrating
the percentages of men and
women in certain careers
shows that Oordt alumni are,
for the most part, traditional
in their career choices. In
careers traditionally chosen by
women, such as secretarial
work, female alumni
predominate.
One of 173 respondents in-
dicating that they work in
secretarial or clerical jobs was
a man. Only 19.5 percent of
alumni working in the com-
puter field are women. Three
of 46 responding alumni who
work in engineering are
women.
The most even distribution
of men and women is in educa-
tion, but even there tradition
prevails. Women alumni make
up 66.5 percent of elementary
or secondary teachers; 83 per-
cent of alumni librarians are
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women. Vet men predominate
heavily in elementary and
secondary administra-
tion-72.6 percent; college
teaching-79 percent; and col-
lege administration-77 per-
cent.
Will more Dordt women
enter male-dominated fields in
the future? Will greater
numbers of male alumni ap-
pear in the "homemaker"
category? Will the percentage
of alumni working in educa-
tion continue to decrease, as
the percentages in business,
computers, and agriculture in-
crease? As we continually up-
date the information obtained
through the alumni survey, it
will be interesting to track
these and other trends. More
importantly, the information
will be valuable to college of-
fices and departments as they
plan for the future.
You can still participate in the
survey! Send your question-
naire in today. Write or call
(7121722-6020) if you need a
questionnaire.















Jim De Young, Alumni Director
Omaha alumni recruit Dordt









Week the placement office
held its annual Career Day.
More than thirty in-
dividuals-half of them alum-
ni-came to the SUB to talk to
students about career
possibilities.
Brad and Marcia Kuiper
were also in the SUB that day,
not to talk about their careers,
but to sell their city. Brad and
Marcia are from Omaha,
Nebraska, and came to Career
Day as representatives of the
Dordt alumni in their area.
There are between twenty
and thirty alumni in Omaha,
most attending the same
church and supporting anew,
small Christian school. They
have recently formed an infor-
mal alumni group to try to at-
tract graduating students and
alumni to Omaha. Their effort
is two-pronged, including job
placement and hospitality.
Brad and Marcia's visit was
one part of that effort. On
Career Day the couple talked
to interested students about
their community and handed
out a packet of informational
materials. Along with
chamber-of-commerce-type
literature the packet included
details about the Christian
school and churches, the "ser-
vices" the alumni in Omaha
are willing to provide, and the
address and telephone number
of Gene and Cheryl De Boer,
contact persons for the group.
The Omaha "placement and
hospitality" effort has all the
characteristics of a good alum-
ni project. It arises out of the
needs and interests of local
alumni. It is an ongoing proj-
ect which requires that a few
people organize and direct ef-
forts, yet it enables a larger
group to be occasionally in-
volved. It is focused and yields
observable results.
Omaha is only one of a
number of communities in
which alumni are considering
or working on projects of
some sort. The nature and
goals of possible projects are
as diverse as Dordt's alumni
and the parts of the U.S. and
Canada in which they live:
- sponsoring and planning
regional conferences,
seminars, and other types of
"continuing education."
- planning annual social get-
togethers, perhaps including
some type of performing
group from the college.
- identifying and contacting
potential students.
- providing scholarships for
in-coming freshmen.
- sponsoring, chaperoning, or
otherwise promoting trips to
campus by potential
students.
- providing a service, such as a
Christian radio program or a
food bank, in a local area.
- organizing a regional alumni
choir.
- publishing a newsletter to
update area alumni on the
activities of a chapter and
it's all in the
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share news and concerns.
hosting a get-acquainted din-
ner for new and current
students from the local area.
hosting meals or receptions
for touring Dordt groups.
Small but growing groups of
alumni throughout the coun-
try are taking the first steps
toward successfully carrying
out one or more of these or
other projects as they identify
the needs and interests in their
area and find individuals to
provide leadership.
Presently there are two for-
mal alumni chapters, the
North Puget Sound Chapter
and the Western Michigan
Chapter. Some of their ac-
tivities have been covered in
previous issues of the Spec-
trum;
Since beginning in my posi-
tion much of the initiative for
expanding alumni programs
has come from alumni. I have




I look forward to continu-
ing to work with these groups.
I also hope to hear from alum-
ni in other parts of the U.S.
and Canada who would like to
work toward alumni chapters,
or at least increased alumni ac-






choir alumni from across the
United States and Canada
plan to leave Sioux Center on
June 17 for a tour in The
Netherlands. Accompanied by
organist Christian Teeuwsen
('80), the choir will perform
concerts in Amersfoort, Den
Helder, Haarlem, Dokkum,
Groningen, and Kampen. Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Grotenhuis and
Rev. and Mrs. B.J. Haan will
accompany the choir.
Choir members are learning
the music from tapes sent out
by Grotenhuis. Prior to the
trip, they will gather for two
full days of rehearsal and an
evening concert on June 16 at
8 p.m, in the Dordt Chapel.
Alumni activities
around the country
Lthe last two months alumni
have gathered for a variety of ac-
tivities throughout the United States.
Lansing, Dlinois, May 3 - Dr. and
Mrs. Hulst met with about 3S alumni
and a handful of parents of Dordt
students at Bethel Christian Reformed
Church in Lansing on Sunday after-
noon, May 3. Dr. Hulst shared infer-
mation about important developments
at Dordt, and the Hulsts, alumni, and
parents enjoyed a coffee and conver-
sation time. The Hulsts report a pleas-
ant and positive meeting.
Twin Cities. Minnesota, April 25 -
Alumni gathered at the home of Jack
and Mary Heinen for a dessert social.
Dr. Hulst spoke about activities at the
college, and Jim De Young brought
alumni up to date on the work of the
alumni association. Everyone seemed
to enjoy the evening; some didn't
leave until about 11:00 p.m., more
than three hours after the evening
began.
Lynden, Washington, April 4 -
Duane Bajema, instructor of
agriculture, visited with a group of
alumni over coffee on Saturday morn-
ing. Bajema updated the group about
the work of the college and the
agriculture department and answered
questions. While in the Pacific North-
west, Bajema also spoke to a group
interested in the Agriculture Steward-
ship Center and at the Lynden Chris-
tian High Future Farmers of America
banquet.
Pella, Iowa, April 3 - Alumni of
Dordt and Calvin colleges enjoyed
"an informal evening of challenge and
competition." Billed as "The Alumni
Goodwill Games," the competition
pitted Dordt against Calvin in quiz
games, spelling bees (on professors'
names, etc.), and other nonathletic
contests. The evening concluded with
an ice cream social.
Des Moines, Iowa, March 28 -
About a dozen alumni gathered in the
fellowship hall of the Des Moines
Christian Reformed Church for a
dessert social on the night of the last
major snowstorm of the winter. Driv-
ing through the storm from Sioux
Center, Dr. Hulst and Jim De Young
arrived about an hour late. Never-
theless, the group enjoyed warm
fellowship, hot coffee, and fabulous
desserts. Dr. Hulst and De Young
spoke briefly about the work of the
college and the alumni association.
Hudsonville, Michigan, March 26 -
Alumni of the West Michigan Dordt
Alumni Chapter prepared and served
dinner to the Concert Choir at their
Hudsonville stop on their spring tour.
After dinner and before the choir's
concert, the chapter hosted a reception
which was attended by well over 50
alumni. They had opportunity to meet
the choir members and hear a couple
of male chorus and women's ensemble
numbers.
Seattle, Washington, March 23 -
Nearly 30 alumni, friends and sup-
porters of Dordt came to hear Dr.
James C. Schaap read two of his
stories. In a lively discussion after the
reading Schaap was asked where he
gets the ideas for his stories, how one
gets published, and other questsions
related to being a Christian writer. An
informal poll indicated that there were
alumni present from the early sixties
through the eighties. Everyone seemed
to enjoy themselves and appreciated
Schaap's insights and comments.
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Mary Poel (74) combines a variety of roles in her life. A medical doctor, mother,
volunteer, and most recently, a member of the Dordt College board of trustees,
Mary reflectively commits herself to serving others with the talents God has given
her. Thefollowing article was sent in response to a written interview.
Mary Poel: working as mother,
pediatrician, and board member
I enjoy medical work:
the intellectual stimulation,
the enjoyment of watching
children grow up and develop
their personalities, the
challenge of caring for very
sick-actually dying-
children, and the joy of watch-
ing the miracle of healing.
My medical career began
immediately after I graduated
from Dordt. After medical
school at the University of
Michigan and a pediatrics in-
ternship and residency in
Detroit, Michigan, my hus-
band Rick and I moved to
Gallup, New Mexico. I joined
Christian Medical Associates,
a group closely associated with
Rehoboth. I worked as a
private pediatrician in that
group until 1985 when our
third child was born. Since his
birth, I have worked at the
McKinley County Field Health
Office doing well-baby exams
one day each month. With my
children getting a bit older, I
am considering returning to a
part-time, private practice.
In reality my "practice"
now consists of raising three
children. This gives me a
wealth of experience in child
development and parenting
skills. I continue to teach and
lecture at parenting and con-
tinuing education classes for
nurses. Rick, meanwhile, is a
family practitioner specializ-
ing in alcoholism treatment.
Medicine is a difficult field
for a woman who is married
and has a family. When I was
in medical school I had no
Christian role models with
whom I could talk about com-
bining a medical career with
marriage and motherhood.
Our first child, Noah, was
born during my final year of
pediatric residency. Rick had
completed his residency by
that time. He taught part-time
and worked midnight shifts at
Detroit General Hospital. He
provided much of the child
care for Noah while I com-
pleted my program. When our
second child, Naomi, was
born, I cut my practice to half
time-40 hours a week. After
Nathanael was born I decided
to stay home with my children.
The job at McKinley helps
keep me in touch with
medicine.
I think the most thrilling
part of my medical career was
caring for premature infants at
Rehoboth Christian Hospital.
We would stabilize the infant
with our limited equipment
until a team of specialists from
the university-135 miles
away-came to transport the
infant to a regional intensive
care unit. Once the infant was
gone, my attention focused on
the mother. I tried to relieve
her anxiety by explaining what
was happening to the baby.
Many times I was reminded
that five or ten years ago those
infants would not have sur-
vived. Now I watch them
develop into healthy children.
In fact, I still run into previous
patients at the grocery store or
around town. It's so pleasant
to feel like a close friend of the
family, almost as if I was part
of that child.
My education at Dordt had
a lot to do with the kind of
doctor I am. People I met
there have become life-long
friends. Professors challenged
me to set high goals and in do-
ing so helped me place the em-
phasis on God and using my
talents to glorify him.
I also credit Dordt with giv-
ing me a strong biblical and
philosphical foundation for
my life. Dordt sent me to
graduate school with a strong
determination to learn what it
meant to be a Christian doctor
as opposed to a Christian who
happened to be a doctor. I
soon realized that being a
Christian doctor would not
necessarily make me a 'better'
doctor. Neither did it make me
a more compassionate doctor.
In my first real exposure to a
non-CRC environment, I was
amazed at the love and con-
cern that my non-Christian
medical friends had for their
patients. I also discovered that
being a Christian doctor didn't
mean that I witnessed to all of
my patients.
As a Christian I believe that
Christ lives in me. Being a
Christian is not just something
that I add to my other roles.
Christ is part of me. This af-
fects the way I relate to pa-
tients and colleagues. I don't
always do it perfectly, but
Christ is still there and I think
people recognize that.
One day as an intern I was
asked by the family of a six-
year-old boy who was dying of
cancer to join the family as
they prayed for him around
his hospital bed. It wasn't that
I had talked to them about be-
ing a Christian directly.
However, in speaking freely
about my faith in everyday
conversations, they knew I
was a Christian.
As a Christian physician I
also understand the healing
power that comes from being
part of a fellowship of
believers. In my counseling of
patients I may encourage a
lonely, single parent to look
for help from a local church. I
may also have to support
fellow Cfiristains who cannot
understand God's purpose in
bringing disease or death to
their children.
Patients sometimes would
like to give physicians credit
for their recovery. It's easy to
begin believing that you do
have special skills and
abilities-that you are, as
some say, an MDiety.
However, you can just as easi-
ly be devastated when all of
your medical skills and
knowledge are not enough to
save a life. At this point know-
ing that there is a God who
controls all of life and you are
only one of his instruments is a
comfort. God uses you with all
of your strengths and
weaknesses to do his will.
Reflecting on being onDordt's board
On Dordt's board of
trustees I represent a classis
that is not predominantly
Dutch. I feel fortunate to live
in this different environment.
It has had a great influence on
how I relate to Christians who
were not brought up in the
CRC. The needs of college
students who grow up in this
setting will be different from
those who have grown up in a
predominantly CRC com-
munity. I hope I can share
some helpful insights in this
area.
I am also the first woman to
serve as a trustee on Dordt's
board. That is not a new role
for me. During my last years
at Dordt I was often the only
woman in my science and
math courses. In medical
school and residency as well, I
was often the only woman at a
meeting or conference. I have
been in positions where my
capabilities and abilities have
been questioned because I am
a woman. However. after men
get to know me they also get to
trust my ideas and judgment.
The board needs to go through
a period of adjustment before
the gender of a delegate
becomes irrelevant and all ex-
pertise. opinions. and recom-
mendations are mutually
respected. I am glad I can be
part of the readjustment time.
I don't consider myself a
feminist. I went to medical
school because I was well-
qualified and wanted to work
with people in medicine. I was
not trying to prove anything
about women and what they
can accomplish. That is also
how I view women on the
board. They may have a dif-
ferent perspective on issues.
and they represent at least half
of the Dordt student body and
constituency. There is a wealth
of knowledge and abilities
among the women associated
with Dordt College. I'm glad
that that is being recognized
and I hope to see more women
on the board before my term
expires.
Rick, Nathanael, Mary. Naomi, and
Noah Kruis.
"Knowing that
there is a God who
controls all of life
and you are only one
of his instruments is
a comfort. God uses
you with all of your
strengths and
weaknesses to do his
will.' ,
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Den Herder, Jackson Lee, February 4,
1987. Dan is a supervisor for the Dairy
Herd Improvement Association of
Sioux County and Rhonda is a
Customer Service Representative for
K·Products in Orange City. The Den
Herders live in Sioux Center, IA.
Theo and Yolanda (Vander Molen,
ex' 83) Groeneweg, Brittany Lynn,
adopted February 1, 1987. Theo is a
licensed carpenter and Yolanda is a
homemaker. The Grcenewegs live in
St. Thomas, ON.
Calvin and Janlece (Schiebout)
Kneppe ('83, '82), Anthony James and
Caroline Anne, March 12,1987. Cal is
self-employed as a carpenter and
Janiece is working part-time as a
medical technician at AMI St. Luke's
Hospital. The Kneppes live in Denver,
CO.
Ted and Elizabeth (Ttesma, ex '83)
Van Den Tempel, Darryl Arthur,
December 30, 1986, joins David, 21
months. The Van Den Tempels own
and operate their own dairy farm in
Poole, ON.
Garret and Kris (Kramer) Brouwer
('84, '84), Alicia Kristen, December
27, 1986. Garret is a student at Cal Po-
ly State University and Kris is a
homemaker. The Brouwers live in San
Luis Obispo, CA.
nan and Kathy (Plugers) De Wit (ex
'84, '82), Cory James, May 31, 1986.
Dan farms near Hull, IA and Kathy
teaches third grade at Hull Christian
School. The De Wits live in Hull.
Gary and Renita (Burna) Vos (ex
'84, ex '85), Andrew Peter, October
19, 1986. Gary is a sales representative
at Benndorf-Verster and Renita is a
homemaker. They live in Abbotsford,
BC.
Leon and Deb (Arkema) Bolkerna
('84, ex '85), Kyle Lee, September 21,
1986. Leon works at the West Lyon
Cooperative and Deb is a homemaker.
They live in Inwood, lAo
Don is a pediatrician and Glenda is a
homemaker. The Schuesslers live in
Gouverneur, NY.
Mark and Teresa Bakker ('77),
Allan Benjamin, June I, 1986, and
adopted by the Bakkers in August.
Mark is a water treatment specialist
for Anderson Chemical and Teresa is
a personal computer specialist for
Principal Mutual Life Insurance
(Bankers Life). The Bakkers live in
Des Moines, IA.
Darrel and Mary (Brand) Kreayen-
brink (ex '78, '78), Sarah Lynn,
December 17, 1986, joins Nathan, 6,
and David, 3. Darrel practices
veterinary medicine and Mary works
part-time in his clinic. The Kraayen-
brinks live in Platte, SD.
Bill and Shirley (Brouwer) Kuurstra
('78, '78), Emily Joy, March 9, 1987,
joins Elise, 2. Bill is the pastor of the
Tillsonburg CRe. The Kuurstras live
in Tillsonburg, ON.
Jerry and Geraldine (Brands, '78)
Runia, Daniel Lee, March 9, 1987,
joins Christy, 4. Geraldine previously
taught in the Volga Christian School;
the Runias are now dairy farmers in
Estelline, SO.
Bryan and Becky (Brouwer) Band-
stra ('79, '80), Bethany Ann, January
21, 1987, joins Travis, 3. Bryan is a
computer consultant and salesman for
B.C.S. Computers and Becky is a
part-time secretary for Pine Rest
Christian Counseling Center of Pella.
The Bandstras live in Pella, IA.
Martin and Christal (Hubers)
BECOMING ONE
Gelderman ('79, '77), Kelsey Dawn,
March 20, 1987, joins Reid, 4, and
Stacey, 2. Martin teaches at Ab-
botsford Christian Secondary School
and Christal is a homemaker. The
Geldermans live in Abbotsford, BC.
Ken and Joanne (Kingma, '79)
Haan, Kenneth Wayne, August 22,
1986, joins Kimberly Jo, 1. Ken is a
driver for Pals Cartage and after
teaching at Lansing Christian School
for six years, Joanne is now a full-time
homemaker. The Haans live in
Munster, IN.
Dave and Valerie (Dykstra, '79)
McWilliams, Claire Elizabeth, March
10, 1987, joins Matthew, 2. Dave is a
computer consultant at the National
Center for Supercomputing Applica-
tions and Val is a staff attorney with
Land of Lincoln Legal Assistance
Foundation. The McWilliamses live in
Champaign, IL.
William and Nellie Vander Weide
('79), Sarah Wilmae, September 29,
1986, joins Arielle. William is an
elementary teacher at Timothy Chris-
tian and Nellie is a homemaker. The
Vander Weides live in Rosedale, Be.
Koob and Ruth (Roemmich, '80)
Borgeling, Joshua Koob, December
28, 1986. Koob is with the 82nd Air-
borne at Fort Bragg, NC and Ruth
does private tutoring in their home in
Fayetteville, Ne.
Tim and Kim (Buss, '80) Van Stelle,
Elliott Jay, November 24, 1986. The
Van Stelles live in Denver, CO.
Lloyd and Susan (Veenstra, '80)
Vanden Brink, Venna Sue. Lloyd is a
ceramist and Susan is an academic ad-
visor at the Center for Creative
Studies-College of Art and Design.
The Vanden Brinks live in Detroit,
MI.
Jeff and Aenetle (Pol, '80)
Wensley, Stephen James, May 23,
1986. Jeff is a drilling engineer for
Shell Canada Limited. Annette taught
grade 5 for one year in Georgetown,
ON, and then taught junior high
math/science for three years at
Calgary Christian School. Annette is
presently a homemaker. The Wensleys
live in Calgary, AB.
Dan and Val (Ten Napel) Westra
('80, '80), Kara Dawn, May 25, 1986.
Dan received his Masters in Ad-
ministration from the University of
South Dakota. He is ad-
ministrator/teacher of the Ocheyedan
Christian School and also coaches
baseball at Unity Christian High in
Orange City. Val is a homemaker after
teaching kindergarten and music for
six years in the Oskaloosa area. The
Westras live in Ocheyedan, lA.
Don and Jeany (Steiger) Aupperlee
('81, '80), Janelle Kae, February 28,
1987, joins Derek, 2. Don is director
of the veterinary sciences department
at Bristol-Myers Co. in Syracuse, NY,
and Jeany is a homemaker. The Aup-
perlees live in Baldwinsville, NY.
Garret and Wendy (Bouwman, '81)
Brouwer, Daniel Mark, March 25,
1987, joins Peter, 2. Garret works for
Fraser Nurseries and Wendy is a
homemaker and substitute teacher at
John Knox Christian School. The
Brouwers live in Surrey, Be.
Randy and Brenda (De BCJer)
Nugteren (ex '81, '77), Ryan James,
November 12, 1986, joins Amy 2.
Randy is a survey technician and raises
hogs. Brenda is a homemaker. The
Nugterens live in Leighton, IA.
Scott and Mary (Buwalda) Soodsma
('82, '82), Joshua Marc, March 4,
1987, joins Abbie Marie. The
Soodsmas live in McBain, MI.
Hiene and Karen (De Kam, '82)
Walhof, Daniel Allen, March 6,1987.
Hiene is in a farming partnership with
his father and Karen is a secretary for
the City of Pipestone. They live near
Edgerton, MN.
Dan and Rhonda (Meyerink, '83)
fuTURE DEFENDERS
puter programmer with Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft. Anne was recently
certified by the Florida Legal Assis-
tant Association and promoted to a
paralegal position in a West Palm
Beach Law Firm. The Medenbliks live
in Jupiter, FL.
nan Nederhoff, Jill Elgersma ('83,
'84), June 21, 1986. Dan is a loan of-
ficer at Security Bank in Eldora, IA.
Jill teaches grades 3-4 at Timothy
Christian in Wellsburg, IA. The
Nederhoffs live near Steamboat Rock,
lAo
Scott Kamper, Tamara Bloemhof
(ex '84), August 23, 1986. Scott is ma-
joring in dairy science with an
agriculture-business minor and ex-
pects to graduate in June 1987.
Tamara is employed as a physical
therapist. The Kampers live in San
Luis Obispo, CA.
Darrel Wieberdink, Jan Christoffels
('86, '86), August 8, 1986. Darrel
works at Northwest Manufacturing
and Jan teaches kindergarten through
2nd grade at Doon Christian School.
The Wieberdinks live in Doon, IA.r---------------------------,CORRESPONDENCE CLIPPING
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United States. Soon booming sales
forced him to choose between teaching
and business. Today he is president of
the 35th largest candy company in
America.
Ann K. (Telgenhof) Padgett ('75) is
stationed at Templehof Central AFB
in Berlin, Germany as a communica-
tions analyst. Ann received her
associate in communications and is
working toward a BA. Recently, Ann
received the second award of the Air
Force Achievement Medal in West
Germany. This medal is awarded to
airmen for meritorious service, acts of
courage, or other accomplishments.
Ann has been in the Air Force six
years and is now a radio communica-
tions analysis technician with the
6912th Electronic Security Group.
Doug Eckardt ('76) instructor of
religion at Trinity Christian College,
Palos Heights, IL, has been named the
college's new registrar. Doug and
Greta Eckardt live in Markham, IL.
Tim Meendering ('8I) will begin
work as an acquisitions coordinator
starting June I for Acquisition Cor-
poration of America. This firm ac-
quires and disposes of facilities for
long-term care companies. Tim
Meendering lives in Raleigh, NC.
Kevin Vande Streek ('81) has been
appointed men's basketball assistant
coach at Northwestern College in
Orange City, IA. Vande Streek will be
in charge of the JV basketball pro-
gram, will assist at the varsity level,
and will be responsible for recruiting
and practice scheduling. He previously
coached boys' basketball, boys' soc-
cer, girls' track, and taught world
history and physical education at
Western Christian High School in
Hull, Iowa. Kevin and his wife Vicki
have two sons, ages 6 and 4, and live
in Orange City.
Scott Soodsma ('82) varsity basket-
AwMNINEWS
ball coach at Northern Michigan
Christian School, McBain, MI, posted
a perfect record (27..Q)this season. His
team was the only undefeated team in
the state of Michigan this year. They
won the Class "0" State Champion-
ship and Soodsma was "Coach of the
Year" in both UPI and AP polls. The
NMC "Comets," who are from a
school of only 82 students, were rated
number one in Class "D" the entire
year.
David J. Vander Schaaf ('82) was
promoted to the position of vice presi-
dent at the SRI Gallup Hospital
Market Research in Chicago, IL.
Vander Schaaf was formerly the
firm's director for marketing and
planning. Vander Schaaf received a
masters degree in health administra-
tion from Governors State University
in 1984. He and his wife, Diane
(Schurman, '83), live in Elmhurst, IL.
DEATH
Debbie Vandenburg ('78), January
25, 1986. After graduating from
Dordt, Debbie worked for a day care
center and became the office manager.
Debbie was actively involved in her
church, Immanuel OPC, in Thornton,
CO. Two weeks before her death from
cancer, she was interviewed on one of
Denver's television stations and said,
"I would like to be healed. I know
that God can heal me. If it is not his
will, then I know that he has
something better for me."
CORRECTION
Nancy Weidenasr Miller, ex '80,
was mistakenly printed as Mary
Weidenaar Miller in the March issue
of the Voice. Also, her husband,
Steve, works for BDM, not BVM,
Corporation, an engineering com-
pany. We're sorry for the error.
David and Ann (Mejeur) Kauk ('73,
'74), Sarah Marie, August 27, 1986,
joins Emily, 7, and Nathan, 5. They
live in Saronville, NE.
Bernie and Carol (Verhoeven)
Gabrlelse ('75, ex '77), Keith John,
January 13, 1987, joins Matthew, 2.
Bernie owns Brinderson Dairy Lines
and BDL Construction and Carol is a
homemaker. The Gabrielses live in
Chino, CA.
Bob and Lynn (Le Mahieu, '75)
Koops, Melissa Renee, April 26, 1986,
joins Beth, 6, and Jeff, 3. The Koops
adopted Melissa Renee on June 6,
1986. The Koops live in Downs, KS.
Mark and Avis (Andringa) Bennet
('76, '76), Jordan Timothy, October
31, 1986 joins James, 8, and
Jonathon, 3. Mark is an instrument
and control engineer at Seabrook
Nuclear Power Station and Avis is a
homemaker. The Bennets live in
Dover, NH.
Jim and Sharon (Van Stedum)
Burgers ('76, ex '77), Hannah Caitlin,
March 10, 1987, joins Jason, 8, and
Ashley, 3. The Burgers live in Bran-
don, SO.
Rick and Linda (Rozeboom) Mar-
. cus ('76, '77), Caleb Jon, October 10,
1987, joins Joshua, 3. Rick works for
Metal Services and Linda manages
their own custom picture framing
business, The Art Shack. The Mar-
cuses live in San Diego, CA.
Don and Glenda (Visser, '76)
Schuessler, Katherine Sue, August 21,
1986, joins Betsy, 5, and Donnie, 3.
Jerry Fisher, Grace Bos ('75), June
14, 1986. Grace taught at Phoenix
Christian Grade School and Valley
Christian High School in Tempe, AZ.
Jerry and Grace are presently farming
and live in Harrison, AZ.
Warren Sterken, Jeanne Howard
('75), August 9, 1986. Warren is
Director of the Nuclear Medicine
Department at St. Mary's Hospital
Medical Center. Jeanne is an
ultrasonographer at Dean Clinic. The
Sterkens live in Madison, WI.
Corwin Slagter, Pam Van Zanten
('82, '80), July 12, 1986. Corwin is
continuing his education at Dordt and
Pam is presently teaching in Doon
Christian School. The Slagters live in
Doon,lA.
Keith Eiten, Pamela Bardolph ('82),
December 27, 1986. Keith is finishing
graduate school at the University of Il-
linois and Pamela teaches 5th grade at
Roseland Christian School in
Chicago. The Eitens live in Urbana,
IL.
Ted Medenblik, Anne Hofman








Brad Breems ('70) has been ap-
pointed assistant professor of
sociology at Trinity Christian College
in Palos Heights, Illinois. Brad is cur-
rently completing a Ph.D. in an-
thropology and sociology at the
University of British Columbia where
he is also a teaching assistant. Since
leaving Dordt, Brad studied at the In-
stitute for Christian Studies in Toron-
to, served as a director of research for
the British Columbia Civil Liberties
Association, and worked as a regional
representative for the Christian
Labour Association of Canada. He
will join the Trinity faculty in January
1988.
Carol (Addink) Van Klompenburg
('70) recently completed a second
book of Dutch recipes. Dutch Treats, a
sequel to Delightfully Dutch, is a com-
pilation of Dutch recipes, folklore,
and traditions. Carol, her husband
Marlo and their three sons live in
Pella, Iowa, where Marlo works as
research manager for Rolscreen, Inc.
and Carol works as a homemaker and
writer. Carol says her writing includes
news reporting, Banner articles,
Christmas services, tourist fluff, and
doggerel.
Peter De Yager ('71), president of
the Foreign Candy Company of Hull,
Iowa, -recently received Iowa's Small
Business of the Year Award from
Iowa Governor Terry Branstad. De
Yager, who taught German for several
years at Western Christian High
School in Hull, began his business in
1978 after taking several students to
Germany to help them learn more
about the German language and
culture. One of the things the students
enjoyed the most was the German can-
dy Gummi Baerchen or Gummy
Bears. De Yager began importing
these candies and selling them to Ger-
man clubs and teachers across the
ARouND CAMPUS
ten-person team
from Dordt College has placed
first in the college division of




The Dordt College team,
coached by agriculture instruc-
tor Ken Cornelisse, was one of
123 competing college and
university teams from 32 states
and two foreign countries. The
competition is based upon pic-







from Dordt's Ag Club, are
David Van Voorst, Sioux
Center, IA; Jean Heeringa,
Fox Lake, WI; Arnold
Folkertsma and Fred Likkel,
Everson, WA; Jane Polinder
and Jacob Steiger, Lynden,
WA; Joanne Dykstra, Lake
Worth, FL; Ruth Alons,
Hospers, IA; Brenda Meyers,
Dakota, IL; and Diana
Springer, Ohio City, OH.
Most of the team members
have farm backgrounds or
dairy judging experience. This
is the first time a team from
Dordt has participated in the
contest.
District One Technical In-
stitute of Eau Claire, WI,
placed second in the competi-
tion. The University of
California-Davis and Penn
State University placed third
and fourth, respectively.
Honorable mention teams
included Kansas State Univer-
sity; Cal Poly, San Luis
Obispo; and the University of
Wisconsin, Madison.
The Dordt Ag Club is a stu-
dent organization made up of
students in the agriculture or
agri-business programs at
Dordt. The Dordt agriculture
programs give students the op-
portunity for hands-on ex-
perience at the Dordt
Agriculture Stewardship
Center, which includes a
160-head Holstein dairy
operation, as well as a swine
and beef teaching facility.
Pictured left to right: front row - Jean Heeringa, Jane PoUnder, David Van
Voorst, Arnold Folkertsma, Joanne Dykstra; back row - Ruth Alons, Jacob
Steiger. Fred Likkel, Brenda Meyers, Ken Cornelisse, Dianna Springer.
N 011 lectures on
U .5. Constitution
On February 25 and
26, Dr. Mark Noll, professor
of history at Wheaton College,
presented two lectures com-
memorating the bicentennial
of the United States Constitu-
tion.
In his first lecture, "Chris-
tian Faith and the
Republicanism of the Con-
stitution," Noll described
republicanism as the
motivating force of the con-
stitution. The U.S. Constitu-
tion is a secular political
theory worked out in a tradi-
tionally religious society, said
Noll.
In "James Madison: From
Evangelical Princeton to the
Constitutional Convention,"
Noll traced the career of
Madison, a primary author of
the constitution. He
demonstrated the influence of
Calvinism and Scottish Com-
mon Sense Philosophy on
Madison's thinking.
Noll's lectures were ar-
ranged by the history depart-
ment for the 1987 annual
Spring Department Lectures.
They were funded in part






Social work students receive
governor's volunteer award
Eight Dordt College social work students and their ln-
structor, Professor Frett De Jong, received an award for
outstanding volunteer service to the state of Iowa from
Governor Terry Branstad at a ceremony in Spencer, Iowa,
on May 1.
Pictured are: back row. left to rigbt - Professor Fred De
Jong, Beth Aardema, John Fisher, Eva Hansum; front
row. left to right - Laura De Boom, Lisa Anema, Governor
Branstad, Marlae Benkelman, Crystal Helstrop, Lora Vis.
The Governor's Volunteer Service Award recognized the
work of the student team, which, under De Jong's direc-
tion, conducted a survey to pinpoint the needs of low in-
come and elderly people in 13 northwest Iowa counties. De
Jong accepted the award on behalf of the students and
Dordt College.
Math students place in
Putnam exam
Dordt mathematics
students ranked eighth among
Iowa and Big Eight schools
who participated in this year's
Putnam Mathematical Com-
petition. Teams from Grinnell
College in Grinnell, Iowa, and
Dordt were the only two Iowa
private college teams who
placed in the top 150 colleges
and universities in the country.
Early last winter
mathematics students in col-
leges and universities across
the country spent up to six
hours of their Saturday work-
ing twelve problems. Twelve
Dordt students were among
those who put their skills to
the test. They were seniors
Ann De Blaey, Karl
Kaemingk, Shirley Kaemingk,
and Doug Wiersma; juniors
Julie Coffer, Rick Faber,
Brian Vander Berg, and Mark
Westra; sophomores Myron
Kuipers and Rudy Tolkamp;
and freshmen Jonathan Gross
and Dave Van To!.
The Putnam exam is a na-
tional comp eti t io n ad-
ministered annually at colleges
and universities. Each par-
ticipating institution selects a
team of three students who it
feels will best represent the in-
stitution. Scores are ranked in-
dividually and by team.
Dordt's team ranked 139 in




results are close to how our
students usually do," he says.
Four students received a
respectable 20 points.
Students from six Christian high schools came to participate in this year's
math/science fair. In addition to displaying projects, students entered a
math/science bowl, listened to talks, and took a math test as application for a
scholarship.
Dairy judging team







sluggards that we were, the
sunshine, the golf course, and
all the rest spoke louder. One
day it became too much and
Jack, after asking a question,
just let the question hang
there. Minutes passed-not a
sound. The electric clock
purred. We studied our hands
and coughed. Finally, without
another word, Jack packed up
his things and left.
We (hang-headed) shuffled
off to the coffee shop and
there found Jack having cof-
fee. We came and stood
around the table looking, I am
sure, like naughty yearling
pups. More silence. Jack
asked us to sit down. After our
mumbled apologies which
Jack graciously accepted, we
had as meaningful a
therapeutic conversation as I
have had the privilege to share
in. Ican remember none of the
details but the sum of it was
that although spring still
beckoned, the great Victorian
novels did too, and the rest of
the class was an adventure in
reading.
I would like to congratulate
Jack on his retirement and
wish him God's rich blessing
in the years that lie ahead."
English professor Jack Vanden Berg retires
Professor Vanden Berg concluded 20 years of teaching at Dordt College.
At the annual end-of-the-year faculty dinner, Vanden Berg was presented
with a book of poems, anecdotes, and letters written by former colleagues
and students.
Sally Jongsma
Twenty years ago Pro-
fessor Jack Vanden Berg ar-
rived at Dordt College to teach
English and literature. This
year marks his retirement as
professor of English.
Vanden Berg has seen Dordt
College and the students he
has taught grow to maturity.
He has seen attitudes, hairdos,
and rules change. But his feel-
ings toward the literature that
he taught have not changed
over the years. He still enjoys
reading a good novel whenever
he gets the chance.
In recognition of his twenty
years of teaching, the Dordt
College board of trustees
presented Vanden Berg with a
medallion commemorating his
retirement. Inscribed on the
medallion with the Dordt seal
is Vanden Berg's name and
years of service.
His students and colleagues
also presented him with a gift
honoring his years in the
classroom. Over the past
several months former
students and colleagues con-
tributed memories to a scrap-
book of poems, anecdotes,
and reflections. Several com-
ments recurred repeatedly.
Vanden Berg is remembered
for how he enjoyed the novels
he taught and how he passed
on that enjoyment to his
students. Many note his
respect for students and his
concern for them. Others
recall his ready laughter and
good humor. Some of hisearly
students comment on his tran-
sition from farmer to teacher.
And many have memories of
learning Victorian literature
from Vanden Berg.
Excerpts from notes, letters
and poems written by former
students illustrate their
memories better than any sum-
mary ever could. Following is
one entry from the scrapbook.
"I remember a day in the
spring of '68 in Professor
Vanden Berg's Victorian
Novel class. What with spring
time, second semester senior
slump, and countless other
'reasons' for sloth, a perverse
pattern developed in class. We
became reluctant scholars and
too many of those Victorian
novels remained in briefcases
and book bags untouched.
That of course led to dismal
classroom discussion. Jack
valiantly tried to help us see
the beauty of those novels, but
Dordt profs wear custom-made hoods at graduation
Angela Struyk
"You can tell a lot
about hoods if you
know what they




Each year , before a
new class of graduates
marches down the aisle to
receive their diplomas, Dordt
professors, decked in caps and
colorful academic hoods lead
the procession to the front of
the chapel. This year many of
the hoods worn by faculty
members were custom-made
by Shirley Matheis, costume
designer for Dordt's theatre
arts department.
"You can learn a lot from
hoods if you know what they
mean," says Matheis. "They
tell the story of each pro-
fessor's education."
The hood is the folded piece
of colored fabric extending
down the back of a professor's
robe. Hoods come in three
shapes: a short, thin one sym-
bolizes a bachelor's degree, a
medium length one a master's
degree, and a long, wide hood
a doctoral degree. The shape
and patterns of the hoods are
determined by the type of
degree the professor has
earned. For example, a solid
colored hood means the bearer
has a degree in the arts and a
single chevron means the
bearer has a law degree. The
color of the hood is deter-
mined by the color of the col-
lege or university from which
each professor graduated.
"There is an almost endless
combination of patterns and
colors," says Matheis.
Although some professors
purchased their own robe and
hood when they received their
degree, many use a rented
hood for graduations and
other special academic occa-
sions. Because rental com-
panies do not always provide
the correct hoods and because
rental fees are costly, Dr.
Helen Westra, a member of
the faculty committee respon-
sible for planning graduation,
suggested that Matheis be
asked to investigate making
the hoods.
Matheis began her work
after several professors ex-
pressed interest in purchasing
In her workroom, among colorful pieces of velvet and satin, Shirley
Matheis hangs two of the hoods she made.
a hood. She sent away for in-
formation on patterns and the
correct academic heraldry. She
also contacted faculty
members for information on
their school colors. Since
many did not know the colors,
the next step was to write to all
of the colleges and universities
represented on Dordt's facul-
ty.
Some schools sent samples
of the correct color for the
hoods. Others sent names of
colors such as cherry red, deep
crimson, burnt orange. "You
just don't find fabric that says
'pumpkin red,' " said
Matheis, who has been trying
to make the hoods as accurate
as possible.
Last summer Matheis and a
student seamstress completed
42 hoods, and worked on
another twenty-one during the
school year. "It was in-
teresting because I enjoyed it
and learned so much," said
Matheis. She realizes that
most people will not be able to
identify all of the information
on each hood. But each pro-
fessor will now have the
satisfaction of wearing their
degrees, so to speak, on their
shoulders.
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Jesse Jackson speaks at Dordt
Chuck Adams
The day is rare when a
major American political
figure makes an appearance in
Sioux Center. Wednesday,
April 15, was one of those rare
days. Presidential hopeful
1esse 1ackson made three
stops in Sioux Center, in-
cluding a press conference in




team finished their season with
20 wins and 16 losses. The
team placed well in several
tournaments. They 'tied for
second place in the IOKOTA
Conference and placed third




contributed to the team, ac-
cording to Coach Mike
Vanden Bosch. Ruth Draayer,
a sophomore from Sioux
Center, earned an ERA of .8.
Draayer, Nancy Van
Surksum, a junior from
Sheldon, Iowa, and Vonda
Broek, a senior from Sioux
Center, were all chosen for the
NAIA All-Conference 1st
team. Kandace Kooiker, a
junior from Sheldon, was
chosen for the 2nd All-
Conference team.
The men's baseball team
finished the season with a
turnaround win against North-
western College in Orange Ci-
ty. Iowa. The team's season
record stands at 14 wins and
16 losses, but they missed the
NAIA District playoffs by on-
ly one game. Coach Tom
Visker is hoping "to switch
that around next year."
Only two seniors played on
the team this year, Lee
Diedrich from Conrad, Mon-
tana, and Joel Vanden Heuvel
from Byron Center, Michigan.
The team's leading hitter was
Terry Schouten, a junior from
Sioux Center, with a .388
record and seven home funs.
The two leading pitchers were
freshmen Greg Haagsma from
Pella, Iowa, and Todd Vander
Molen from New Sharon,
Iowa. They had ERAs of 4.03
and 2.10. The team's batting
also improved this year, up 50
points to .300.
speech in the chapel.
1ackson made the issue of
justice a major theme during
his swing through Sioux
Center. He stressed economic
justice for the farmer and
laborer as well as justice for
the youth of America. He
spent a good deal of time ask-
ing young people to say no to
drugs, alcohol, and sex
without love.
Throughout most of his
meetings, early in the day with
community leaders and later
during his speech in the
chapel, 1ackson seemed to win
the crowd over. However, dur-
ing the question-and-answer
session, he lost much of his
momentum when pressed on
the issue of justice for the un-
born. Although lackson ad-
mitted he believes abortion is
morally wrong, he said he
would stand behind what he
called the constitutional right
of a woman to choose whether
or not to terminate her
pregnancy.
Jackson's stand on other
issues pleased the northwest
Iowa audience more. He
received thunderous applause
when he suggested that if the
government could give large
amounts of loan money to
Chrysler Corporation and
other large companies, they
could do the same for farmers.
He also gained approval for
his stand on improving educa-
tion in America. 1ackson
equated an increased quality
of education and a better stan-
dard of living with less crime,
saying "schools at their worst
are better than jails at their
best. "
Jesse Jackson's appearances
in Sioux Center were spon-
sored by the Siouxland chapter
of the Association for Public
lustice (API) as part of AP 1's
voter education for the 1988
elections. API and Dordt Col-
lege hope to attract more
political leaders to the area
during the upcoming political
races. Don King, an API
board member and professor
of political science at Dordt,
says that efforts to attract
more candidates to Sioux
Center in the fall are just
beginning.
"Jackson made the




Chuck Adams is a freshman
majoring in polirical science.
"Quilters" plays at Dordt
Seven women formed the cast of this spring's production
of "Quilters." Members are pictured left to right: Anna De
Jong, Leila Alberda, Lisa Witzenburg, Monique Alons,
Connie Klomp, Deb Vander Schaaf, and Diane Plantinga.
"Quilters" played to full houses each night. The play con-
cluded with the appearance of the 16 x 20 "Tree of Life"



















The professional involvements of Dordt faculty
members outside of the classroom reveal Dordrs
commitment to provide educationalleadersbip in
the Christian community as well as among its
own students. By sharing these activities, we hope
to provide fellow Christians with further
resources, ideas; and encouragement as they work
to be of service in Christ's kingdom.
Mike Vanden Bosch, professor of English,
read some of his poetry at the Society for the
Study of Midwestern Literature's annual
Midwest Poetry Festival held at Michigan
State University on May 14-16. The society,
with over 400 members from nearly every
state and five foreign countries, aims to .."en-
courage and assist the study of Midwestern
literature. '0
The Voice, an outreach of Dordt
College, is sent to you as alumni and
friends of Christian Higher Education.
The Voice is published in October,
December, March, and June to share
information about the programs,
activities and needs of the college.
Send address corrections and
correspondence to: VOICE, Dordt
College, Sioux Center, IA 51250.
Editorial Committee
Sally Jongsma, editor
Angela Struyk, student assistant
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Grotenhuis will also be the guest conductor
for the South Dakota Honors Choirs to be
held in Rapid City, South Dakota, in August.
John Van Dyk, director of the Center for
Educational Services and professor of
philosophy, gave presentations and con-
ducted workshops at regional teacher's con-
ferences held in Christian schools in Langley,
Smithers, Vernon, and Nanaimo, British Col-
umbia. While in B,C., he also lectured on the
nature of Christian teaching at Trinity
Western University. On March 20, Van Dyk
spoke on the relationship between church,
school, and home at a meeting with pastors
and the Minnikota Principals Club. On April
Donald King, assistant professor of
political science, has been selected as one of
40 people to participate in a week-long sum-
mer institute at the University of Wisconsin's
Cemer for International Cooperation and
Security Studies. The focus of the institute
this year is "Regional Conflict and Global
Security: The Nuclear Dimension." King cur-
rently teaches a course titled "Peace and
Security in the Nuclear Age."
John Zwart, assistant professor of physics,
is spending a second summer at Lewis
Research Center. Funded by a Summer
Faculty Fellowship sponsored by NASA and
the American Society for Engineering Educa-
tion, he plans to continue work on developing
a low-resistance metal layer to adhere to dia-
mond.
John Hofland, assistant professor of
theatre arts, presented two story-telling ses-
sions and one workshop to parents and
students at Bradenton Christian School in
Bradenton, Florida. Hofland's captivating
stories grew out of the idea that storytelling is
an important way to pass on one's faith from
one generation to the next. Hofland has also
illustrated two stories in a new children's
magazine, Children's Magic Window, pub-
lished in Duluth, Minnesota.
Martin Dekkenga, associate professor of
communication, conducted a workshop titled
"Characterization in Prose" at a Colleges of
Mid-America speech/theatre festival. Dek-
kenga also served as critic at the All State
Speech Festival held at the University of
Northern Iowa. He critiqued participants in
oral prose, dramatic acting, and humorous
acting,
Dale Grotenhuis, professor of music, con-
ducted a performance of Vierne's "Organ
Mass" at the First Presbyterian Church in
Topeka, Kansas. Last year this church com-
missioned a work from Grotenhuis.
3, he gave two keynote addresses at the
general assembly of the Iowa Non-public
School Administrators' Association in Des
Moines.
Duane Bajema, instructor in agriculture,
was the keynote speaker at a banquet of the
Future Farmers of America in Northwest
Washington. While there Bajema also met
with area alumni.
Joanne Alberda, Verne Meyer, and James
Schaap, faculty in the art, theatre, and
English departments, presented a day-long
workshop on "Images of Men and Women in
the Arts" at Central Minnesota Christian
High School in Prinsburg, Minnesota.
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